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ABSTRACT
Environmental concerns emphasize the requirement for 
diagnostic tools compatible with more intensively managed 
agricultural systems. Two recent approaches, the Barber- 
Cushman mechanistic model and the Diagnosis and 
Recommendation Integrated System (DRIS), appear to offer 
more accurate predictions of soil nutrient supply and more 
flexible means of assessing plant nutrient status, 
respectively, than conventional methods. The objectives 
of this research were to verify the aforementioned models 
for predicting K uptake and assessing P and K status of 
LA S-l white clover. In growth chamber experiments, the 
Barber-Cushman model correctly predicted K uptake by 
plants for up to 21 days from Rita muck, Norwood and 
Providence silt loam and Ruston fine sandy loam soils at 
zero and 530 mg kg"*levels of added K. Over-prediction 
beyond 21 days may be partly due to an incorrect 
estimation of mean half-distances between root axes. In 
the Rita and Norwood soils where initial exchangeable K 
levels were high, prediction of K uptake was correct for 
up to 42 days. Under-prediction of K uptake from 
Providence and Ruston soils at the higher K level may have 
resulted from an under-estimation of root parameters. The 
DRIS norms were developed from first year data of P and K 
rate studies on Dexter and Providence soils of adequate
and relatively low P and K levels, respectively. Two 
subsequent years o£ data were used to verify diagnoses of 
plant P and K status using increasingly wider (zero to 
16/3 a) norm ranges in the calculation of DRIS diagnostic 
indices. The use of a norm range increased P and K 
overall-diagnostic accuracies as much as 23 and 27%, 
respectively, on the Dexter soil. On the Providence soil 
these values were 5 and 23%. Widest norm ranges resulted 
in a decrease in P and K response-prediction accuracies of 
10 and 23% respectively, on the Providence soil. A norm 
range of 8/3 a appeared appropriate for use where the 
nutrients of interest were in relatively low supply. Wider 
norm ranges of 12/3 or 16/3 cr were indicated for sites 
with adequate fertility.
ix
INTRODUCTION
Models
A model may be defined as "a system of postulates, 
data, and inferences presented as a mathematical 
description of an entity or state of affairs" (Mish, 
1987). Empirical models are based on observation or 
experience and provide no explanation of causal processes. 
Mitscherlich as early as 1909 observed the mathematical 
relationship between plant growth and nutrient supply 
(Russell, 1973). Empirically derived models have been 
very useful for interpolative predictions as evidenced by 
their widespread application (Melsted et al., 1969; 
Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin #289, 1983;
Reisenauer, 1983; Plank, 1988; Dow, 1980; Sedberry et. al, 
1987; ).
In order to make extrapolative predictions, causality 
between variables must be represented in a model. This 
type of model is referred to as "mechanistic". A 
mechanistic model generally requires more detailed and 
often more difficultly obtained information than an 
empirical model (Whisler, 1986). The practicality of a 
mechanistic model may often be limited by the large number 
of required parameters and the feasibility of measuring 
and/or controlling those factors in a field environment. 
However, as understanding of causality increases, the
1
usefulness of such models in research becomes increasingly 
apparent, and if certain assumptions can be made, then 
even field application may be possible.
Some Current Models and Refinements
Two important questions in the discipline of soil 
fertility are: 1) Can soil nutrient supply sustain
adequate production levels and if so, for how long? and 2) 
How much of a particular nutrient (plant demand) is needed 
in a plant for adequate production?
For example, numerous chemical methods have been used 
to provide a measure of soil K supply to crops during a 
growing season. The empirical relationship between 
exchangeable soil K and crop yield was probably one of the 
earliest to be established (Bray, 1944). Nelson (1959), 
in comparing a number of extracts, found that those 
methods that measured the exchangeable K are as good as or 
better than more intensive methods in predicting plant 
uptake of soil K. However, it is recognized that for 
some soils exchangeable K does not adequately indicate the 
total amount of K that the soil can supply for crop 
production (Sutton et al., 1958; MacLean, 1960; Nash et 
al., 1970; Savoy, 1982).
In considering the concentration of a nutrient 
required in a plant to optimize production (plant demand), 
the critical value approach (Ulrich, 1952) has been widely
3and effectively used. To determine the critical value the 
nutrient in question is supplied at various rates while 
all other plant growth factors are supplied in excess. 
Therefore, sufficiency levels and/or ranges for the 
nutrient in question can be empirically determined. 
Nutrient interactions are overlooked, and sampling is 
limited to a particular growth stage because of the 
diluting effect of dry matter accumulation on nutrient 
content in the plants.
Two recent approaches appear to offer a more accurate 
(in all cases) measure of soil nutrient supply during a 
cropping season and a more flexible means of assessing 
plant nutrient status at any point during the growing 
season. The approaches are: 1) a mechanistic model to 
approximate total uptake of a nutrient for a particular 
soil during a specified time (Claassen and Barber, 1976; 
Barber and Cushman, 1981) and 2) the Diagnosis and 
Recommendation Integrated System (DRIS), an empirical 
model for assessing plant nutrient status (Beaufils, 1971, 
1973).
Potential for Research and Model Application
With any new idea, a major impediment to acceptance 
and widespread application is the extent of verification. 
For example, in a recent survey of 55 state operated and 
371 commercially operated soil and plant analysis
laboratories in the United States, Savoy and Robinson 
(1989, unpublished data) found that a major factor 
hindering the application of the DRIS was a lack of field 
verification and/or calibration and correlation data.
Verifications of the mechanistic model, although 
somewhat limited, have suggested that it can be used to 
study nutrient uptake for a particular soil-plant system. 
An excellent summary of these experiments is presented by 
Barber (1984b). The DRIS has been somewhat more
extensively studied and specific problems have been 
identified (Walworth and Sumner, 1987). The research in 
the aforementioned summaries suggests that successful 
applications of these systems under Louisiana conditions 
is a promising and highly desirable option.
The objectives of this research were to verify the 
mechanistic nutrient uptake model of Barber and Cushman 
(1981) for predicting K uptake by LA S-l white clover, an 
important forage legume, from several soils in Louisiana, 
and to develop and verify the DRIS for use with that 
crop. Results of this study should contribute to the 
acceptance of these models as research and/or diagnostic 
tools and identify or solve problems that may be inherent 
to the application of each model. Preliminary DRIS norms 
for LA S-l white clover will be available to researchers 
and diagnostic laboratories.
5Factors Emphasizing the Need for Modeling
Growing awareness of environmental issues has resulted 
in calls for revision of many current agricultural 
practices. Renewed emphasis on concepts such as
"sustainability" has been accompanied by much dissension 
and debate (Ruttan, 1989; Carter, 1989; York, 1989). 
Programs incorporating the concepts of sustainable
agriculture have been strongly promoted by the United 
States Department of Agriculture, as exemplified by Low 
Input/Sustainable Agriculture (LISA) (Mayes, 1989). 
Members of the senate agricultural committee have 
suggested the possibility of legislative restrictions on 
the use of farm chemicals and fertilizers (Stutsman, 
1989). Faced with these new issues and painfully aware of 
the need for sustaining economically competitive
production levels, agricultural scientists are 
increasingly recognizing a need for research and 
diagnostic tools compatible with a more intensively
managed agriculture. Mechanistically modeling soil supply 
of nutrients and the empirical approach of assessing crop 
nutrient demand with the DRIS may be useful options.
LITERATURE REVIEW
I. THE BARBER CUSHMAN MODEL 
Model Development
The concept of nutrient mobility (Bray, 1954, 1963) 
began an era in which empirically modeling crop yield as a 
function of soil nutrient supply became an invaluable tool 
for predicting needed fertilizer amendments. As
understanding of processes governing nutrient supply to a 
plant root increased, more comprehensive attempts at 
predicting nutrient uptake evolved.
Two mechanisms (Barber, 1962), mass flow and 
diffusion, are of primary importance in the movement of 
nutrients to plant roots. Supporting evidence of these 
mechanisms came initially from autoradiographic studies
1C
with 00 Rb, ”Ca and others as summarized by Barber 
(1984a). These results stimulated mechanistic modeling 
of nutrient fluxes around the plant root (Bouldin, 1961; 
Passioura, 1963; Nye, 1966; Olsen and Kemper, 1968; Nye 
and Marriot, 1969).
Combining a mechanistic model describing nutrient 
flux to the root by mass flow and diffusion (Nye and 
Marriot, 1969) with a model describing absorption kinetics 
of a plant root (Claassen and Barber, 1974), resulted in 
the prediction of nutrient uptake by a root mass during a 
specified time period (Brewster et. al, 1976; Claassen and
6
Barber, 1976). Incorporating an expression for root 
growth into the model allowed the prediction of nutrient 
uptake by roots produced during the specified time. Total 
nutrient uptake was then obtained by summation of uptake 
from the initial plus the new root mass.
Initial Verification and Refinement
Predictions of total nutrient uptake have been 
verified by comparing the predicted values with observed 
values. Verification of the model in growth chamber
experiments (Claassen and Barber, 1976; Schenk and Barber, 
1979) lead to the suggestion that over-prediction of P and 
K uptake by corn occurred because the model did not 
account for root competition for nutrients. Competition 
was thought to occur when the P or K depletion zones 
approached or exceeded the mean half-distance between root 
axes, and was considered especially important for K which 
generally has a much larger diffusion coefficient in soil 
than does P (Barber,1984b). At low initial soil solution 
concentrations, Cushman (1979a,b) developed an analytical 
solution to the differential equation describing nutrient 
movement to the root by mass flow and diffusion and 
incorporated an appropriate boundary condition to avoid 
over-prediction due to root competition for nutrients. A 
comprehensive review of the model as modified by Cushman 
is given by Barber and Cushman (1981).
Model Parameters and Assumptions
The Barber-Cushman model requires 11 parameters. Four 
parameters: initial concentration of the nutrient in
soil solution effective diffusion coefficient for
diffusion of the nutrient through the soil (Dfi)/ buffer 
power of nutrients on the solid phase for nutrients in the 
solution phase (b), and rate of water uptake (vfl) describe 
soil nutrient supply to the plant root by diffusion (based 
on Ficks law) and mass flow (based on measurements of 
plant water use).
Three additional parameters: root length at the start 
of uptake measurements (Lfl), rate of root growth (k),and 
mean half-distance between root axes (rj), describe root 
surface area, its change with time and the cylindrical 
soil volume from which uptake is expected.
The remaining parameters: maximum influx (I MaJ(), the
nutrient concentration in solution at 1/2 of I Hgx (K^ ), 
and the concentration in solution below which net influx 
ceases (cMio ^ are use<  ^ describe nutrient flux into the
plant root by Michael is-Menten kinetics.
Assumptions built into the model are described by 
Barber and Cushman (1981) and also by Nye and Marriot 
(1969). Major assumptions of the model are:
1) The nutrient in question reaches the root by mass flow 
and diffusion in the radial direction only ( in soil
solution only).
2) Nutrient uptake occurs from the soil solution at the 
root surface only.
3) The rate of nutrient uptake depends on its solution 
concentration.
4) Moisture content of the soil is constant or averaged.
5) Effective diffusion coefficients and buffer power are 
independent of concentration or can be averaged over the 
concentration range of interest.
Verifications of the Barber-Cushman Model
Restriction of the calculated rooting volume by the 
use of half distances between root axes has greatly 
improved model predictions of K uptake by soybeans in a 
growth chamber experiment over predictions by the 
Claassen-Barber model (Silberbush and Barber, 1983). 
However, over-prediction of K uptake by soybeans on a Raub 
soil still averaged 37%. Surprisingly, a field experiment 
(Silberbush and Barber, 1984) resulted in somewhat better 
agreement between predicted and 'observed K uptake by 
soybeans grown on that same soil.
More recent attempts to model plant uptake of mobile 
nutrients such as S (Delgado, 1986) and Mg (Rengel, 1988) 
have met with limited success. Because mass flow 
generally moves more mobile nutrients to plant roots than 
the plant absorbs, uptake should be limited by plant
10
parameters rather than soil parameters. The level o£ 
accuracy at which plant root uptake parameters can be 
determined for soil-grown roots may be a limiting factor 
to successfully predicting the uptake of mobile nutrients. 
Model Equations
The Barber-Cushman model uses a continuity equation 
with appropriate boundary conditions to calculate the 
concentration gradient radially from the root as it 
changes with time. The continuity equation (Barber and 
Cushman, 1981; Barber, 1984b) is:
* C1 1 & r D e j C j  r 0 v fl C j
  =       +   (1)
b t  r d r  ^ r b
where Cj is the concentration of ions in the soil solution 
(^mol/ml), t is the time (sec), r is the radial distance 
(cm), De is the effective diffusion coefficient
(cm* /sec), zQ is the mean root radius (cm), vfl is the mean 
water Influx (cm/sec), and b is the buffer power of the 
nutrient on the solid phase for nutrient in solution 
(dimensionless). Equation 1 requires the initial 
condition that the concentration of the nutrient in the 
soil solution at the root surface (time = 0) is equal to 
the initial concentration of the nutrient in the soil 
solution.
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Equation 2 describes the inner boundary condition at 
the root surface. Solving this equation gives the influx 
at the root surface with time assuming that uptake follows 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
o, b > C) ♦ v„ C, _ k, C, _ C„,
J r 1 + *1 c ,/I(Jl
r = r0, t > 0
IMax is the maximum influx at high concentrations 
(Umol/cm sec), K H is the nutrient concentration in 
solution where net influx is 1/2 I Hax (^mol/ml), k j = I Kax 
/ Ku, C M|q is the concentration in solution below which net 
influx ceases (^mol/ml), and other parameters are as 
previouly defined.
Equation 3 describes the outer boundary condition:
De b a Cj + v0 Cj
_____ = 0 (3)
b r
r = rj, t > 0
Equations 1 to 3 may be solved numerically using the 
Crank-Nicolson and Newton Ralphson methods as described by 
Barber and Cushman (1981). Summing the Influx over time 
gives total uptake for the initially specified root
12
surface area and can be expressed by
time. 
#■» ^
Initial
Uptake
J r (r0,S) dS (4)
0
where Lfl is the initial root length and Jr (r ,S) is the 
influx at the root surface S. Incorporating root growth 
into the relationship gives:
where df/dt is the ffate of root growth (k, cm/sec).
Model Applications and Potential
Practical applications of the model in simulation
studies have demonstrated its usefulness to research.
Silberbush et. al (1983) were able to simulate the effects 
of soil bulk density and P addition on K uptake by
soybeans. Shaw et. al (1984) determined differences in K 
availability that were not predicted by differences in 
cation exchange capacity of various soils. Kovar (1987) 
has used the model to determine the appropriate volume of 
soil to fertilize in order to obtain greatest recovery of
Total = Initial + 2 ti r 
Uptake Uptake
o
time time *tlie
* r
df/dt J r (r0 ,S) dS (5)
0 0
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applied P and K by corn.
A user-friendly personal computer version of the 
Barber-Cushman model (Oates and Barber, 1987) greatly 
simplified application of the model. The close
relationships between processes at the soil-root interface 
and crop yields emphasize the importance of more 
comprehensive evaluation and appropriate application of 
the model. However, the Barber-Cushman model prediction 
of K uptake by a plant during a given period of growth 
includes no assessment of plant requirement for optimum 
yield. Since it is well known that K is often taken up by 
a plant in amounts far exceeding levels identified with 
optimum yields, it would appear that a diagnostic tool for 
assessment of crop nutrient status could complement the 
use of a mechanistic model of nutrient uptake.
II. THE DIAGNOSIS AND RECOMMENDATION INTEGRATED SYSTEM 
Model Development; Assumptions and Advantages
Plant analyses are widely used as diagnostic tools for 
assessing plant nutrient status. Numbers of plant 
analyses conducted in the United States have nearly 
doubled during the period 1975 to 1985 (Westbrook, 1987), 
emphasizing their growing importance as diagnostic tools. 
Of 34 state and 98 commercial laboratories conducting 
plant analyses in the United States, over 80 % utilized 
plant analyses for diagnostic purposes (Savoy and
14
Robinson, 1989, unpublished data).
Historically, plant analyses have been interpreted by 
comparing results to a critical nutrient value or 
sufficiency range. A method more recently introduced into 
the United States is the Diagnosis and Recommendation 
Integrated System (DRIS) (Beaufils, 1971, 1973).
The DRIS is based on the assumptions that the 
frequency distribution of any mineral ratio, X/Y, in a 
high-yielding population of a given system is: 1) normally 
distributed, 2) has a mean that is not statistically 
different from the mean of the corresponding low-yielding 
population, and 3) has a variance statistically lower than 
the variance of the low yielding population. A DRIS index 
for any nutrient X in a plant sample can be calculated 
(Walworth and Sumner, 1987; Elwali, 1985) by comparing all 
of the nutrient ratios containing X with their respective 
distributions in the high-yielding population. Values 
less than the mean (norm) or some range about the mean are 
assigned increasingly negative values, values greater than 
the mean or some range about the mean are assigned 
increasingly positive values, and values equal to the mean 
or falling within some range about the mean are assigned a 
value of zero. The summation and subsequent averaging of 
these comparisons, weighted by their respective 
coefficients of variation, provide the DRIS index. A
15
negative index is interpreted as a nutrient deficiency, a 
positive index as a nutrient sufficiency or possible 
excess, and a zero index as a state of nutrient balance. 
Since the DRIS incorporates nutrient balance into the 
index calculations, the sum of all indices in the model 
must equal to zero.
The DRIS has several advantages over critical value or 
sufficiency range methods for interpretation of plant 
analyses. Because DRIS deals with nutrient ratios, the 
effects of dry matter changes during a growing season on 
resulting diagnoses is minimized (Sumner and Beaufils, 
1975; Beaufils and Sumner, 1977; Sumner, 1977). More 
recently, Amundson and Koehler (1987) demonstrated some 
limitations to this advantage when diagnosing N 
deficiencies in winter wheat. Hallmark et al. (1986) 
concluded that growth stage effects were detrimental to 
the correct diagnosis of P, K, Mg, Ca and Zn deficiencies 
in soybeans grown on Alabama soils. However, results may 
be somewhat confounded by the use of norms derived from a 
Louisiana data base to diagnose soybeans produced in 
Alabama systems. Savoy and Robinson (1989) found age- 
related differences in N and P diagnostic accuracies in 
dallisgrass, although use of norms derived from plants 
between 14 and 21 days of age resulted in reasonable 
levels of accuracies when diagnosing plants ranging in age
16
from 14 to 44 days. The DRIS deals with nutrient
interactions by simultaneously considering the balance of 
measured growth factors in a sample. Large volumes of 
data can be easily summarized with the DRIS approach. 
Verification for Various Crops
For a number of crops, it has been demonstrated that 
the DRIS can identify nutrient problems and rank them in 
terms of severity. The DRIS plant norms have been 
verified and published for a wide variety of crops 
including corn (Beaufils, 1971; Elwali, 1985), sugarcane 
(Beaufils and Sumner, 1976, 1977a), wheat (Sumner, 1977b), 
citrus (Beverly et al., 1984), soybeans (Sumner, 1977c), 
peaches (Sumner, 1985), subclover (Jones, 1986) and 
bermudagrass (Tarpley et al., 1986). A more comprehensive 
listing is given by Walworth and Sumner (1987). Most 
verifications have only dealt with the correct diagnoses 
of nutrient deficiencies. The DRIS also has potential for 
diagnosing nutrient balance, sufficiency and excess as 
demonstrated by Jones and Bowen (1981).
Soil norms for the DRIS appear to be based on a basic 
cation saturation ratio philosophy (Bear et al., 1945, 
1948) of soil fertilization. Reports by several
researchers (Liebhardt, 1981; McClean et al., 1983; 
McClean and Carbonell, 1972) have cast doubt on the 
validity of the concept. Walworth and Sumner (1987) have
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argued that yields in the aforementioned experiments were 
somewhat low for experiments designed to illustrate the 
wide range of soil nutrient ratios compatible with high 
yields. Controversy surrounding the DRIS soil norms and a 
lack of published information have caused this concept to 
be largely ignored. All further reference to DRIS will 
refer only to plant norms.
Comparison to Other Interpretive Methods
The DRIS has been compared to critical value and/or 
sufficiency range methods of plant analysis 
interpretation. All comparisons have shown DRIS to be 
equal to or better than the other methods. The
superiority of DRIS has been reported even though tissue 
sampling was generally conducted in such a manner as to 
satisfy the narrow range of conditions required by the 
critical value or sufficiency range methods. Examples of 
crops for which comparisons have been made include 
sugarcane (Jones and Bowen, 1981; Elwali and Gascho, 1983, 
1984), corn (Escano et al., 1981; Elwali et al., 1985), 
alfalfa (Walworth et al., 1986) and potatoes (Meldel- 
Johnsen and Sumner, 1980). A more comprehensive list is 
given by Walworth and Sumner (1987).
Refinement of DRIS
The calculation of DRIS indices was somewhat 
simplified by Jones (1981) but resulted in calculated
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indices being dependent upon the form of ratio expression 
selected as the norm. Therefore, no clear advantage has 
been established for the use of the Jones modification.
The physiological diagnosis chart (Beaufils, 1971) as 
originally used for diagnosing plant nutrient status was 
based on the 'probable range' of mean values of plant 
nutrient ratios in the high-yielding (normal) population. 
Beaufils indicated that in practice a range of the mean 
plus or minus 4/3 a, which is equivalent to a norm range 
of 8/3 a, effectively constituted this high-yielding 
population. This range includes 82% of a normally 
distributed high-yielding population.
The physiological diagnosis chart was semi-quantified 
by the calculation of the DRIS index (Beaufils, 1971,
1973) using a single point of balance instead of a norm 
range. The objective was to demonstrate the general 
relationship between crop yields and DRIS indices, which 
may have been the reason that a range of balance was not 
included in the index calculation. Other investigators 
have continued to calculate DRIS indices without using the 
norm range, leading to the recent observation (Hallmark et
al., 1987) that DRIS was prone to incorrectly diagnose
many deficiencies and seldom diagnose a balanced
nutritional state. Methods suggested for correcting this 
situation include: 1) use of a norm range in the
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calculation of DRIS indices (Elwali and Gascho/ 1984; 
Elwali et al., 1985), 2) use of the dry matter index for 
separating limiting from non-limiting nutrients (Walworth 
et al., 1986), and 3) summing the absolute values of DRIS 
indices (Russelle and Sheaffer, 1986).
Considering the variation inherent to agricultural 
systems, the use of a norm range in the calculation of 
DRIS indices would appear to be a viable approach to 
reduce erroneously diagnosed deficiencies. The
appropriate norm range size may be a function of the 
system diagnosed. Wisconsin's soil and plant analysis 
laboratory utilizes ranges of DRIS indices for plant 
tissue diagnoses (Kelling and Schulte, 1986). A nutrient 
deficiency is considered possible if a DRIS index is less 
than -15 and likely if a DRIS index is less than -25. 
This index range of likely deficiency is equivalent to a 
norm range of 5 or which comprises 99 % of a normally
distributed high-yielding population and is considerably 
wider than the range suggested by Beaufils (1971).
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ABSTRACT
The Barber-Cushman model for predicting nutrient 
uptake from soils by plants has not been evaluated over a 
broad range of soils or for use with forage crops. 
Evaluation of model predictions of K uptake by LA S-l 
white clover was accomplished for periods of 14, 21, 28, 
35, and 42 days in growth chamber experiments with four 
soils of Louisiana: Rita muck (Typic Fluvaquent), Norwood
silt loam (Typic Udifluvent), Providence silt loam (Typic 
Fragiudalf), and Ruston fine sandy loam (Typic Paleudult), 
each receiving zero and 530 mg of K kg"1. The Cushman 
model correctly predicted K uptake from all soils by LA S- 
1 white clover for up to 21 days from all soils. Over- 
prediction of K uptake beyond 21 days may partly be due to 
an incorrect estimation of mean half-distances between 
root axes. Prediction of K uptake from Rita and Norwood 
soils was correct for up to 42 days where initial 
exchangeable K was relatively high. Under-prediction of K 
uptake from Providence and Ruston soils at the high K 
level could have been due to an under-estimation of the 
size of the absorbing root surface. The Barber-Cushman 
model appears to be a useful tool for predicting K uptake 
from soils and/or studying the effects of various model 
parameters on K uptake. Aforementioned inaccuracies in 
predicting K uptake by white clover emphasize the
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potential for model failure because of possible errors in 
empirically derived parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Potassium uptake by plants is greater than uptake of 
any other soil-supplied nutrient except perhaps nitrogen. 
Numerous chemical methods have been used to provide a 
measure of K availability to crops. Nelson (1959), in 
comparing a number of extracts, found that those methods 
that measure "exchangeable" K were as good as or better 
than more intensive methods in predicting plant uptake of 
K. However, it is recognized that for some soils, 
exchangeable K may not adequately indicate the amount of K 
that the soil can supply for crop production (Sutton et 
al., 1958; MacLean, 1960; Nash et al.,1970) hence the need 
for a more comprehensive approach exists.
A mechanistic mathematical model for predicting K 
uptake by plants has been developed by Claussen and Barber 
(1976). A modified version (Cushman, 1979; Barber and 
Cushman, 1981) accounts for competition among roots for 
nutrients. The model determines initial K uptake by 
considering changes in the K concentration immediately 
external to the root. This concentration and therefore 
influx, decreases with time when diffusion controls the 
supply of nutrient to the root. Uptake is determined by
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summing K influx over any considered time period. By 
incorporating the rate of root growth, uptake by roots 
produced after the initial time can also be determined. 
Cushman accounted for root competition by assuming a 
cylindrical soil volume around the root and considering 
influx to be zero at the outer boundary of this cylinder. 
Total K uptake was determined by summing uptake of the 
initial root mass and that of roots grown after the 
initial time.
The Barber-Cushman model has been evaluated in growth 
chamber experiments by comparing observed and predicted P 
and/or K uptake by corn (Shaw et. al, 1983) and soybeans 
(Silberbush and Barber, 1983). The model has been 
evaluated on a limited number (6) of Indiana soils and for 
time periods not exceeding 18 days. It has not been 
evaluated with forage crops.
The objectives of this study were to evaluate the 
Barber-Cushman model by comparing observed and predicted K 
uptake by white clover at increasingly longer time periods 
on 4 soils of Louisiana in a growth chamber experiment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Observed potassium uptake was determined for white 
clover grown on four Louisiana soils in a growth chamber 
experiment. Samples from the surface (Ap) horizons of 
Rita muck (Typic Fluvaquent), Norwood silt loam (Typic
Udifluvent), Providence silt loam (Typic Fragiudalf), and 
Ruston fine sandy loam (Typic Paleudult) soils were 
obtained to represent a range of soil physical properties 
and K supplying power. Soils were air dried and sieved. 
In order to ensure adequate P, Rita and Norwood soils were 
amended with 37 mg P kg-1 of soil and the more P deficient 
Providence and Ruston soils with 74 mg P kg'*of soil as 
concentrated super phosphate. Initially acid Providence 
and Ruston soils were also amended with 4 g dolomitic 
limestone per kg of soil in order to avoid poor growth 
commonly associated with excess soil acidity. Enough soil 
was weighed into 1 L plastic lined pots to give a final 
volume of 650 cm when packed to the bulk densities 
approximating those at the field sites. Bulk densities 
were 0.7, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.0 g cm"* for Rita, Norwood,
Providence, and Ruston soils, respectively. The
experiment was split in time with Rita and Norwood soils 
being cropped first, followed by Providence and Ruston 
soils. Twenty-eight pots of each soil were prepared and 
530 mg K kg'* of soil was applied to 14 pots of each soil 
as KC1 solution. Soil in each pot was mixed, brought to 
field capacity with distilled water, and allowed to 
equilibrate for 7 days before planting LA S-l white 
clover. Pots were arranged in a growth chamber in a 
completely random design with 2 replications of each K
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level. The growth chamber was maintained at 21<> C , with 
12 hours of light per day at 500 M®ol m ‘2 sec Pots
were weighed daily and water added to maintain soil 
moisture near field capacity. The soil surface was 
covered with washed sand to reduce evaporation.
Evaporation from the soil surface was estimated from the 
weight of pots with no plants. Water used by the plants 
was estimated as the difference between water loss
determined for pots with plants and those without plants.
Plants were harvested at 14, 28, 35, 42, 49, and 56
days from germination. Plant samples were dried (70 o C) 
in a forced-air oven and ground in a Wiley mill to pass a
1-mm stainless steel sieve. Analysis of K was obtained by
plasma emission spectroscopy following a nitric acid 
digestion (Cherney and Robinson, 1983). Because the
roots were extensively washed in order to separate them 
from the soil, root K content at all harvests was 
estimated from the ratio of the K content of 56 day old
roots to shoots grown in nutrient solution (Savoy and
Robinson, unpublished data).
Predicted uptake of K by white clover was calculated 
with the use of a personal computer version of the Barber- 
Cushman model (1981) as described by Oates and Barber
(1987). Soil parameters were determined from samples 
taken prior to cropping. Initial soil solution K (C ^  ,
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^mol/ml) was obtained by a centrifugation method (20,000 
g, 1 h) similar to one described by Elkhatib et al. 
(1987). Duplicate samples were maintained near saturation 
(50 % volumetric water content) for 48 hours before 
centrifugation. Soil solution was analyzed by atomic 
absorption spectroscopy. Exchangeable soil K (Cg ,
Umol/cm* ) was obtained by extraction with 1 gl_ neutral 
NHj OAc and plasma emission spectroscopy. Buffer power 
(b) was determined according to Silberbush and Barber 
(1983 ) as C8/Cjj (dimensionless). The impedance factor, 
(f ) which accounts for the tortuosity of the diffusion 
path, was estimated according to Barraclough and Tinker 
(1981) as f = (1.6 X 9) - 0.17 (dimensionless) where 0 was
the volumetric water content of the soil at field 
capacity. Values for the effective diffusion coefficient 
(Dfi , cm /sec) were then calculated using the equation De 
= ( f  X ©  X Dj) / b, from Nye (1968) where Dj was the 
diffusion coefficient of K in water, 1.79 X 10‘* cm^/sec 
(210 c).
Eight plant parameters were used in the Cushman model. 
Three parameters (Igas, c nig' Kg ) describe rate of 
absorption as a function of the ion concentration outside 
the root (Cj#) by Michael is-Menten kinetics and were 
obtained by a nutrient solution depletion technique 
(Claassen and Barber, 1974) using 45 day old plants grown
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in environmental conditions as previously described for 
obtaining observed K uptake. 1 ^  is the maximal influx at 
high concentrations of the nutrient in solution ()imol cm 
sec *). c Hinis concentration ()Amol) in solution where
net influx (I„) equals zero. K H is the concentration of K 
in solution at the root surface where I n is 1/2 of Ijjax- 
Day 14 was taken as time zero and plant characteristics 
observed at that time were used as the initial values of 
the plant parameters describing root morphology Initial 
root length (L 0 ,cm) was determined from the initial 
harvest at 14 days. Root length was determined with an 
area meter (Delta-T Devices Ltd, Cambridge, U. K.) for a 
subsample of the fresh root weight. The fresh root weight 
was used to estimate root volume and mean root radius (rfl) 
was calculated at each harvest as r fl = [root volume / 
(root length X 3.14 )] (Oates and Barber, 1987).
Rate of root elongation was calculated for each pot and 
time period ( 14 to 28, 14 to 35, 14 to 42, 14 to 49, 14
to 56 days) from the relationship, root length = ( root 
length at time zero X e k * ), where t is the time of root 
growth (Oates and Barber, 1987). A plot of observed root 
length versus time (data not shown) indicated the the rate 
of root elongation (k, cm/sec) could be described 
exponentially between 14 and 56 days. The mean half- 
distance between root axes (rj ) accounts for competition
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between roots for nutrients and was determined from root 
length and soil volume data as rj = ( soil volume / (
root length X 3.14 ) ) (Oates and Barber, 1987). The 
mean water influx into the root (vfl ,cm/sec) was 
calculated as v Q = (W (In Sj - In Sj ) / (tj - tj ) (S j “ 
S j  ) J where W was cm * of water used during time — 1 1 
and S £ and S j were the root surface areas (2 ti L0 ) at 
t j and .  Values of r 0 and r j  were averaged over the
time period considered for prediction of K uptake.
Least significant differences were calculated on the 
basis of the mean square error from an analysis of 
variance of observed K uptake over all soils.
RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION
Model Parameters
Addition of 530 mg K kg ’* of soil increased the 
initial exchangeble (Cs) and soil solution (Cli) K and
lowered K buffer power of all soils (Table 1). This was
consistent with the findings of Ching and Barber (1979). 
The relatively low K buffer power and high (36%) 
volumetric water content at field capacity resulted in 
higher effective diffusion (Dfi ) values at both levels of 
applied soil K in the Providence soil than in other soils 
in the study.
.1 .1
Maximum influx was 6.15 pmol cm sec , K M was 1.53 X 
10 "* ymol ml'* , and C n(awas 2.00 X 10’* Jimol ml'* . Maximum
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Table 1. Soil Parameters Used to 
Represent Four Soils of Louisiana in the Cushman Model.
K added
0
530
0
530
0
530
0
530
Parameter
(1)
3
li
(2) (3) HI
(mg/kg) (Umol/cm ) (praol/ml)
10.40
22.80
-Rita soil-
0.46
3.10
  Norwood soil-
2.23 0.49
12.00 5.18
-Providence soil-
1.79
11.90
0.44
6.30
-Ruston soil-
1.36
16.60
0.41
16.20
22.8
7.4
4.6
2.3
4.1
1.9
3.3
1.0
? -1 (cm* sec 1 )
X 10
1.64
5.08
4.62
9.24
6.00
12.90
2.15
6.95
(1) initial exchangeable K
(2) initial soil solution K
(3) buffer power (C. /C.«)
(4) effective diffusion coefficient
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influx was of a similar order of magnitude as reported for 
soybeans (Silbecbush and Barber, 1983) or for corn 
(Baligar and Barber, 1978). Parameters, KM and were 
of an order of magnitude lower than values reported for 
soybeans or corn.
Other plant parameters k, r0 ,r j ,and v # that were 
used in the model to predict K uptake varied with some or 
all main effects (soil, K treatment, harvest date) or by 
some two-way interaction of these main effects (data not 
shown). Therefore, no attempt was made to pool these 
parameter values and actual values are listed in tables 2 
and 3.
Root growth rate (k) ranged from (1.05 to 2.22) X 10'® 
cm sec Values were lowest in the Rita soil, similar in 
Norwood, Providence and Ruston soils, and decreased with 
plant age in all soils. The mean root radius (r0 ) ranged 
from 0.018 to 0.032 cm and was largest in Rita and Norwood 
soils. The mean half-distance between root axes (rj) 
ranged from 0.42 to 1.26 cm and generally decreased with 
age in all soils. The mean water influx into roots (vQ ) 
ranged from (2.2 to 27.5) X 10'* ml cm"* sec'* and was 
highest for Providence and Ruston soils.
Observed K Uptake
There was little Increase in observed K uptake from 
the no K treatment of Norwood, Providence and Ruston soils
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Table 2. Plant Parameters, k and r0 , Used In the
Cushman Model to Predict K Uptake by LA S-l White Clover.
Davs from Initial Harvest
Soil Treatment 14 21 28 35 42
--k, (cm/sec) X 10 '6 --
Rita NO K 1.80 1.25 1.05 1.12 1.09
K added 1.46 1.51 1.29 1.25 1.18
Norwood No K 2.21 2.06 1.82 1.45 1.36
K added 2.07 1.93 1.59 1.31 1.14
Providence No K 2.20 2.00 1.81 1.51 1.30
K added 2.15 1.91 1.68 1.41 1.29
Ruston No K 2.22 1.96 1.79 1.31 1.30
K added 1.83 1.78 1.57 1.49 1.27
. .
, (cm)
Rita No K .027 .024 .023 .023 .023
K added .030 .024 .024 .024 .023
Norwood No K .028 .025 .024 .025 .024
K added .032 .031 .029 .027 .027
Providence No K .018 .018 .019 .019 .020
K added .019 .020 .020 .020 .021
Ruston No K .019 .019 .019 .020 .021
K added .020 .019 .018 .019 .020
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Table 3. Plant Parameters, rj and v0 , Used in the
Cushman Model to Predict K Uptake by LA S-l White Clover.
Da vs from Initial Harvest
Soil Treatment 14 21 28 35 42
> a if a v a m a y / m m \ __ __ __ __ _  .average r i f{cm)----
Rita No K 0.97 0.80 0.70 0.61 0.54
K added 1.16 0.91 0.77 0.67 0.59
Norwood No K 1.26 0.94 0.76 0.65 0.57
K added 1.17 0.88 0.73 0.63 0.56
Providence No K 0.91 0.69 0.56 0.47 0.42
K added 1.04 0.79 0.64 0.55 0.49
Ruston No K 1.23 0.93 0.75 0.66 0.58
K added 1.22 0.93 0.77 0.65 0.58
---vQ ,(ml cm  ^ sec 'l ) X 10 -7 _
Rita No K 2.2 6.8 9.8 7.7 8.4
K added 3.0 7.7 8.3 8.1 8.3
Norwood No K 9.3 9.2 6.3 7.1 8.4
K added 6.0 8.2 12.7 16.3 19.0
Providence No K 11.0 11.2 11.4 14.0 17.1
K added 7.6 7.4 8.6 12.0 13.7
Ruston No K 27.5 21.6 15.4 23.5 14.5
K added 22.3 16.4 15.0 10.0 11.1
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after 28 days of cropping (Fig. 1 to 4). This suggests 
that soil supply of K to the plant roots in the 
aforementioned cases was greatly reduced or ceased in the 
case of Providence and Ruston soils near 28 days of 
cropping. These results were expected in view of the 
lower initial values of exchangeable K (Table 1) found 
where no K was added to Norwood, Providence, and Ruston 
soils as compared to either K level in the Rita soil or 
the high K level in Norwood, Providence and Ruston soils. 
Predicted Versus Observed K Uptake
There was no difference (P < 0.05) between predicted
and observed K uptake by LA S-l white clover grown at 
either K level in any soil for up to 21 days from the 
initial harvest (Fig. 1 to 4). In the Rita soil at each K 
level and in Norwood soil at the high K level, this 
relationship held true through 42 days, and observed K 
uptake increased with time (Fig. 1 and 2).
At the lower K level of Norwood, Providence and Ruston 
soils, K uptake by white clover was greatly over-predicted 
at 28 days or more from the initial harvest (Fig. 2 to 4). 
Between 21 and 28 days from the initial harvest, observed 
K uptake from these pots approached or slightly exceeded 
the initial quantity of exchangeable K in the 650 cm 3 
rooting volume (data not shown) and , as previously 
mentioned, observed K uptake increased very little or not
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at all after 28 days from the initial harvest. These 
results suggest a somewhat extensive depletion of readily 
available K in the soil rooting volume.
Changes in K buffer power are not linear at very low 
levels of soil solution K (Beckett, 1964). Therefore, 
over-prediction of K uptake may have occurred after 28 
days because the model did not account for increased 
buffer power at lower values for soil solution K thus 
calculating larger values for soil solution K than were 
actually present.
In the Barber-Cushman model, over-prediction because 
of root competition was resolved partly by restricting the 
cylindrical radius (rj ) from which the roots obtain K. 
Initial rj values (data not shown) were large, relative to 
values obtained at subsequent harvest dates. This may 
have resulted in inflated values for rj and an under­
estimation of root competition. If initial rj values were 
not included when calculating an average rj value, then 
the calculated net influx for these soils vent to zero 
between 21 and 28 days (Fig. 5). Because net influx went 
to zero, values of predicted K uptake at 21 days from the 
initial harvest should approximate observed K uptake 
through 42 days. This appears to be correct for the 
Huston soil, but not for Norwood or Providence soils where
K 
Inf
lux
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mo
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Fig. 5 Calculated net K influx by white clover grown without added 
K during 35 days using average half-distance between root axes exlusive of the initial harvest.
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there is a slight increase in observed K uptake beyond 21 
days from the initial harvest (Fig. 2 to 4). A 
description of the curvilinear increase in buffer power 
known to occur at lower levels of exchangeable K (Beckett, 
1964) may have to be incorporated into the model in order 
to correctly predict the small increase in observed uptake 
(Fig. 2 to 3) which occurred from Norwood and Providence 
soils after 21 days. This may be especially important for 
soils where the rate of K release from nonexchangeable 
forms is large enough to maintain plant tissue 
concentrations above critical levels.
The model under-predicted K uptake by white clover 
after 21 days of growth at the higher K level in 
Providence and Ruston soils (Fig. 3 and 4, respectively). 
Estimates of K supplied to the root as a result of plant 
water use (data not shown) suggested that mass flow could 
have supplied a large part of the observed K uptake from 
these high K level soils. At high soil solution K, plant 
parameters describing nutrient absorption by roots might 
be expected to exert increasingly greater influence over K 
uptake. Also, changes in k or r0 may greatly effect
nutrient uptake (Silberbush and Barber, 1983) and this 
effect may be especially apparent at high soil solution 
concentrations of K.
A sensitivity analysis in which soil supply parameters
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and selected plant paramters were increased by 10%
(holding all other parameters constant) shoved that at
high soil K levels, k and Ijj had greater effects on K
uptake than did soil parameters (Table 4). At the higher
level of added K, the model correctly predicted K uptake 
for 42 days from Rita and Norwood soils and for 21 days 
from Providence and Ruston soils. This suggests that the 
plant parameters describing K absorption by roots were 
correctly estimated. Because the model was correct for 
42 days with Rita and Norwood soils, it is reasonable to 
assume that the aforementioned parameters describing K 
absorption by roots did not change with time on the 
Providence and Ruston soils. Therefore under-prediction 
of K uptake on the Providence and Ruston soils at time 
periods exceeding 21 days was most likely due to an under­
estimation of plant parameters describing the size or 
change in size of roots and not soil parameters or those 
parameters dealing with K absorption as a function of it's 
concentration external to the root.
SUMMARY
The Barber-Cushman model correctly predicted K uptake 
by LA S—1 white clover for up to 21 days from all soils 
regardless of exchangeable K levels. Over-prediction of K 
uptake may have resulted because of an incorrect estimate 
of r | . The lack of a mathematical description of
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Table 4. Predicted K Uptake at High Soil K 
Levels with Selected Model Parameters Increased by 10%.
Days
to
Original
Predicted
K Uptake 
Parameter
When Respective 
Increased by 10%
Harvest Uptake b -a. -£ll k I Ua v
14 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.34 0.32
21 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 1.09 0.92
28 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 2.47 1.97
35 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.61 3.65 2.87
42 4.27 4.27 4.27 4.27 6.22 4.69
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increased buffer pover with continued cropping may limit 
the full potential value of the model. In soils where 
exchangeable K was initially high, the model correctly 
predicted K uptake by LA S-l white clover for up to 42 
days. Under-prediction of K uptake at the higher level of 
applied K was probably due to an under-estimation of plant 
parameters describing the size or change in size of the 
roots.
The Barber-Cushman model appears to be a useful tool 
for predicting K uptake by white clover and/or studying 
the effects of the various model parameters on predicted K 
uptake. The large number of parameters which must be 
empirically determined for specific soil-crop systems may 
be a major disadvantage to practical applications. 
Inaccuracies in predicting K uptake in this study could be 
logically explained but emphasize the potential for model 
failure because of possible errors in empirically derived 
parameters.
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ABSTRACT
Calculation of Diagnosis and Recommendation Integrated 
System (DRIS) indices using a norm range may minimize 
incorrectly diagnosed deficiencies and maximize correct 
diagnoses of nutrient balance. This study evaluated the 
effects of size of the norm range on DRIS P and K overall­
diagnostic and response-prediction accuracies in order to 
identify an optimum norm range for practical application.
Field data were obtained from P and K rate experiments
with LA S-l white clover (Trlfollum repens) on Dexter loam 
(Ultic Hapludalf) and Providence silt loam (Typic 
Fragiudalf) soils of adequate and relatively low,
respectively, P and K levels. The DRIS indices were 
calculated at norm ranges of 0/3 (the norm value +. 0),
4/3, 8/3, 12/3, and 16/3 or and verified for correctness. 
The use of a norm range in the calculation of DRIS indices 
increased P and K overall-diagnostic accuracies as much as 
23 and 27%, respectively, on the Dexter soil. For the 
Providence soil these values were 5 and 21%, 
respectively. Widest norm ranges resulted in a decrease 
in P and K response-prediction accuracies of 10 and 23%,
respectively, on the responsive Providence soil. The 
importance of using a norm range for the calculation of 
DRIS indices was demonstrated by these results. It 
appears that the greatest benefit may be realized in
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nonresponsive to moderately responsive systems. The norm 
range of 8/3 a appears to be an acceptable compromise for 
calculation of DRIS indices at sites where the nutrients 
of interest are in relatively low supply. A wider norm 
range of 12/3 or 16/3 a was indicated at sites with 
adequate nutrient supplies.
INTRODUCTION
The physiological diagnosis chart (Beaufils, 1971) for 
diagnosing plant nutrient status was based on the 
'probable range' of mean values of plant nutrient ratios 
in the high-yielding (normal) population. Beaufils
indicated that in practice a range of the mean ± 4/3 a, 
which is equivalent to a norm range of 8/3 c, effectively 
constituted this high-yielding population. This range 
includes 82 percent of a normally distributed high- 
yielding population. The physiological diagnosis chart 
' was semi-quantified by the calculation of the DRIS index 
(Beaufils, 1971, 1973) using a single point of balance 
instead of a norm range. The objective was to demonstrate 
the general relationship between crop yields and DRIS 
indices, which may have been the reason that a range of 
balance was not included in the index calculation. Other 
investigators have continued to calculate DRIS Indices 
without using the norm range, leading to the recent 
observation (Hallmark et al., 1987) that the DRIS was
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prone to Incorrectly diagnose many deficiencies and seldom 
diagnose a balanced nutritional state. Methods suggested
for correcting this situation include: (1) use of a norm 
range in the calculation of DRIS Indices (Elvali and 
Gascho, 1984), (Elvali et a l ., 1985), (2) use of the dry
matter index for separating limiting from non-limiting 
nutrients (Walworth et a l ., 1986), and (3) summing the 
absolute values of DRIS indices (Russelle and Sheaffer, 
1986).
Wisconsin's soil and plant analysis laboratory 
utilizes ranges of DRIS indices for plant tissue diagnoses 
(Kelling and Schulte, 1986). A nutrient deficiency is 
considered possible if a DRIS index is less than -15 and 
likely if a DRIS index is less than -25. Index values 
greater than +25 indicate a possible nutrient excess. 
This index range of likely deficiency is equivalent to a 
norm range of 5 a which comprises 99% of a normally 
distributed high-yielding population.
Criteria for correctness of a diagnosis may be 
somewhat arbitrary. Factors to be considered include the 
desired result (i.e. increased yield or quality of the 
product due to fertilizer input) as well as the tools 
available for assuring that the desired result is indeed 
an effect due to the fertilizer input (i.e. statistics).
Overall-diagnostic accuracy is the number of correct
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diagnoses expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
diagnoses. It indicates how accurately DRIS diagnoses 
both plant nutrient sufficiency or balance, and plant 
nutrient deficiency. If the norm selection criterion of 
non-significant differences between means of low- and 
high-yielding populations is met (Beaufils, 1973), then a 
norm range would be expected to Increase overall- 
diagnostic accuracy. This results because many
incorrectly diagnosed plant nutrient deficiencies
(nutrient sufficient or balanced situations diagnosed as 
deficient) are more likely to be diagnosed as balanced 
with the use of a norm range. Beaufils (1971) indicated 
that the accuracy gained by decreasing incorrectly 
diagnosed deficiencies will at some point be equal to 
accuracy lost by incorrectly diagnosing truly deficient 
situations as balanced. This loss of accuracy needs to be 
considered in the selection of an optimum norm range.
Response-predictIon accuracy is the number of 
correctly diagnosed plant nutrient deficiencies expressed 
as a percentage of the number of observed yield increases 
(as determined by statistical analysis) to application of 
that particular nutrient. It indicates how accurately 
DRIS norms identify yield increases. A low percentage 
results when nutrient deficiencies are not diagnosed, but 
many yield increases occur due to application of that
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nutrient. Selecting a smaller range o£ balance for the
index calculation would remedy a low response-prediction
accuracy. The difference between 100 percent and the 
response-prediction accuracy is an indication of the
accuracy lost when truly deficient situations are 
diagnosed as balanced. For a given situation, it should 
be possible to identify a norm range where both overall­
diagnostic and response-prediction accuracies are at
acceptable levels.
The objectives of this study were to evaluate the 
effects of size of the norm range on the correctness of 
DRIS indices in diagnosing plant P and K status (overall­
diagnostic accuracy) and identifying observed yield 
increases to P and K (response-prediction accuracy) of LA 
S-l white clover grown on both relatively fertile and 
Infertile soils.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field Experiments
Field studies were conducted from the fall of 1984 
through the spring of 1988 at Idlewild Research Station 
near Clinton, LA. Rates of P and K were established in 
separate studies on Dexter loam and on Providence 3ilt 
loam soils. Three years of data (fall, 1985 through 
spring, 1988) were obtained from the Dexter site and 3 
years (fall, 1984 through spring, 1987) from the
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Providence site. Dolomltic limestone was initially
incorporated into the top 10 to 15 cm of soil at each site 
at the rate of 4.5 Mg h a ’* to achieve a pH of at least 
5.5 in the surface 10 cm. An additional 2.5 Mg h a ’* was 
surface applied to each plot at the Providence site in the 
summer of 1986.
Rates of 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 kg P ha'* were
surface applied as concentrated superphosphate in the fall 
of each year at initially low soil P levels {Providence 
site, 26 mg kg"* by Bray No. 2 extractant (Southern 
Cooperative Series Bulletin 190, 1984) and ICP analysis] 
and also at medium initial soil P levels (Dexter site, 51 
mg k g ’*). The 10-kg P rate was not included at the Dexter 
site. Potassium was applied to all plots of the P rate 
experiments in two applications (fall and early spring) 
of 74 kg K ha'*. At the Providence site, this amount was 
increased in 1987 to 149 kg K ha'*.
Potassium rates were surface applied as muriate of 
potash in two applications (fall and early spring) of 0, 
9.2, 18.5, 37, 74, 149, and 298 kg K ha"* at the
Providence site and 0, 18.5, 37, 74, and 149 kg K ha"* at
the Dexter site. The Providence and Dexter sites
Initially tested 82 and 109 mg K kg"*, respectively, by 
neutral, N, NHjOAc extractant (Southern Cooperative Series 
Bulletin 190, 1984) and ICP analysis. Phosphorus was
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applied at 80 kg h a "* annually to all plots of the K rate 
experiment at the Providence site. At the Dexter site, 40 
kg P ha"* was applied the first year and 80 kg ha"* in 
subsequent years.
The P and K studies on the Providence site consisted 
of four replications of each treatment in a randomized 
complete block design. At the Dexter site, the P study 
consisted of 5 replications in a randomized complete block 
design and the K study was conducted in a 6 x 6 Latin 
square design. Whole plots were harvested with a flail 
harvester nine times in each three-year period and 
subsampled to determine dry matter yield at each harvest. 
Yield data at each harvest were statistically analyzed 
using the SAS-GLM computer procedure (Spector et. al, 
1985). The standard error of the mean was determined at 
each norm . range assuming a "binomial experiment" 
(Mendenhall, 1975).
Sample Analysis
Subsamples were dried at 70<> C in a forced air oven 
and ground in a Wiley mill to pass a 1-mm stainless steel 
sieve. Analysis of P, K, S, Ca, Mg, Zn, and Cu was 
obtained by plasma emission spectroscopy following a 
nitric acid digestion (Cherney and Robinson, 1983). 
Nitrogen analyses were obtained by a micro-Kjeldahl method 
(Jackson, 1958).
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Norm Development and Norm Range Evaluation
The DRIS norms were developed using only the first 
year data of both sites in order to use subsequent data 
for verifying the accuracy of diagnoses at various norm 
ranges. The minimum yield level of the high-yield 
population was arbitrarily selected as 2.24 Mg ha'1
harvest'1, which included 14% of the total population 
(savoy and Robinson, 1986). Norms were selected as 
described by Beaufils (1971, 1973) using SAS statistical 
procedures as indicated by savoy and Robinson (1989). 
Plant nutrient ratios considered in norm development 
included all combinations of N, P, K, S, Ca, Mg, Zn, and 
Cu. Nutrient concentrations were also included, as
Walworth et al. (1986) have indicated that dry matter 
indices may be useful in distinguishing between nutrient 
sufficiency and deficiency in plant tissues, especially at 
high yield levels. The number of observed yield Increases 
was determined for P and K at each site. At each harvest 
date where a yield increase was deemed possible (F-test, P 
s 0.1), the number of yield increases was obtained by 
determining the number of treatments which averaged less
than 90% of the maximum yield for that harvest date. The
DRIS Indices were calculated as described by Elwali et al. 
(1985) using norm ranges and mean nutrient concentrations 
for each treatment at each harvest date. Five different
norm ranges were used: 0/3 (the norm value +0) ,  4/3, 8/3, 
12/3, and 16/3 standard deviations of the norm value 
corresponding to 0, 50, 82, 86, and 99 percent of a
normally distributed high-yield population, respectively. 
At each norm range, the DRIS indices were evaluated for 
correctness in diagnosing the average plant P and K status 
and in Identifying yield Increases to P and K at the 
Dexter and Providence sites. A DRIS dry-matter index 
which was more negative than the negative DRIS index being 
considered was called a limiting dry-matter index. A 
positive DRIS index or a limiting dry-matter index was 
interpreted as a plant nutrient sufficiency or possible 
excess. A DRIS index of zero indicated plant nutrient 
balance. These diagnoses were considered correct if there 
was no yield increase as previously defined.
A negative DRIS index that was more negative than the 
dry-matter index but not necessarily the most negative 
index was termed a limiting-negative index. A limiting- 
negative index indicated a plant nutrient deficiency and 
was considered correct if a yield increase occurred.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Yield responses
Data in Table 1 indicate that similar numbers of 
comparisons were made to identify yield increases due
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Table 1.
Numbers of comparisons and 
observed yield increases 1 of LA S-l white clover receiving 
P and K applications on Dexter and Providence soils.
Numbers of 
mean yield 
comparisons
Nutrient
P
K
observed yield P
increases K
Soil
Dexter
29
35
Providence
41
48
0
0
28
13
* A yield increase was observed when an F-test for a 
particular harvest date was significant (P < 0.10) and the
mean yield for the treatment diagnosed was less than 90% of 
the maximum yield for that harvest date.
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to P or K applications at the Dexter and Providence sites. 
There were no yield increases due to P or K at the Dexter
site. The Providence site was highly responsive to P (28 
yield increases or 68% o£ the total number of comparisons) 
and moderately responsive to K (13 yield increases or 27% 
of the total number of comparisons).
Norm Range Evaluation: Dexter site
Since there were no yield increases due to P or K 
applications , only overall-diagnostic accuracy warrants 
consideration at the Dexter site, and all limiting- 
negative indices represent incorrectly diagnosed 
deficiencies. As expected, highest overall-diagnostic
accuracy was achieved for P and K at the larger norm 
ranges of 16/3 or and 12/3 or, respectively, (Fig. 1) . This 
result represents a 23% increase in P and a 27% increase 
in K overall-diagnostic accuracies over those obtained by 
using a point of balance (0/3 range) to calculate DRIS 
indices.
The use of a norm range for the calculation of DRIS 
indices decreased the tendency of DRIS to incorrectly 
diagnose plant P and K deficiencies at the Dexter site by 
as many as 7 (44%) and 8 (89%) observations, respectively 
(Fig. 2). For P, 9 observations (31% of the total 
comparisons) were still incorrectly diagnosed as P 
deficient. This failure to more completely reduce the
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Fig. 1 Norm range size effects on P and K overall-diagnostic
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Fig. 2
P INDICES
K INDICES
0/3 4/3 8/3 12/3 16/3 0/3 4/3 8/3 12/3 16/3
NORM RANGE (standard deviations of norm)
Norm range size effects on numbers of limiting-negative 
P and K indices for LA S-l white clover grown on Dexter 
soil of adequate P and K.
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number of incorrectly diagnosed plant P deficiencies atthe 
highest norm range may result because three of the eight 
nutrient-ratios (data not shown) containing P values, and 
used for diagnostic purposes, had a significantly higher 
(P <. .05) mean value than those values representative of 
the Dexter site. By contrast, only one observation (3% of 
total comparisons) was diagnosed as K deficient at the 
norm ranges of 12/3 or 16/3 or. only one of the eight
nutrient-ratios (data not shown) containing K values, and
used for diagnosing plant K status, had a mean value
significantly higher (P£ .05) than values representative
of the Dexter site. Norms containing P values and used 
for the calculation of P indices should be re-selected in 
order to achieve better agreement between norm values 
(means) for the high- and low-yielding populations.
From Fig. 3, it is evident that numbers of zero 
(balanced) P and K indices were maximized at the norm 
range of 16/3 or. This effect resulted in 11 balanced P 
indices (38% of the total comparisons), compared with one 
balanced index (3% of the total comparisons) where no norm 
range was used. In the K study, 29 observations (60% of 
the total comparisons) were diagnosed as balanced at 16/3 
cr compared with zero observations (0% of the total 
comparisons) where no norm range was used. Use of a norm 
range for the calculation of the DRIS indices increased
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NORM RANGE (standard deviations of norm)
Norm range size effects on numbers of zero (balanced) P 
and K indices for LA S-l white clover grown on Dexter 
soil of adequate P and K.
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the tendency o£ DRis to diagnose a balanced plant P and K 
nutrient status of white clover grown on the relatively 
fertile Dexter soil.
Norm Range Evaluation: Providence Site
in evaluating plant P status, norm range had no 
measurable influence on overall-diagnostic accuracy and a 
small influence on response-prediction accuracy (Fig. 4). 
The highest overall-diagnostic accuracy was obtained at 
8/3 and 12/3 a, with a slight decrease at the highest norm 
range. The 3 to 10% decrease in response-prediction 
accuracy at ranges greater than 8/3 or suggests that a 
smaller norm range, relative to that needed at the Dexter 
site, may be desirable to distinguish between deficient 
and balanced situations at the Providence site. As 
previously mentioned, the Providence site was highly 
responsive to P applications. Highly negative indices for 
a given nutrient occur when a site is highly responsive to 
applications of that nutrient. For those sites,
increasing norm range size would have little effect in 
decreasing erroneously diagnosed deficiencies because 
there are few or none to diagnose. At wide norm ranges, 
the decrease in overall-diagnostic accuracy would occur 
due to the increasing probability of diagnosing truly 
deficient situations as balanced (decreased response- 
prediction accuracy).
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Fig. 4 Norm range size effects on P overall-diagnostic and
response-prediction accuracies for LA S-l white clover 
grown on Providence soil of relatively low P and K.
SE = standard error of the mean.
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in evaluating plant K status, overall-diagnostic
accuracy (Fig.5) increased up to the highest norm range
(16/3 or). However, the resulting decrease in response- 
prediction accuracy from 100 to 77 percent would be 
clearly unacceptable if economic returns exceeded economic 
inputs. This again suggests that a compromise must be
reached between the two measures of accuracy, with the
best choice of norm range being highly dependent on 
economic inputs and returns.
The somewhat greater differences between overall­
diagnostic and response-prediction accuracies in 
evaluating plant K status at the 0/3 and 4/3, and 8/3 <x 
norm ranges (Fig. 5) are primarily due to the large 
portion of the overall-diagnostic accuracy that results 
from incorrect limiting-negative K indices (Fig. 6). This 
large number of incorrectly diagnosed deficiencies, in the 
presence of relatively high response-prediction accuracy 
(100%), suggests that many potentially K-deficlent plants
did not respond to K application because of some other
unidentified yield-limiting factor. Overall-diagnostic 
accuracy may be increased by a wider norm range, but only 
at the expense of lowered response-prediction accuracy. 
In order to increase overall-diagnostic accuracy and 
maintain a high response-prediction accuracy, the
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Fig. 5 Norm range size effects on K overall-diagnostic and
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grown on Providence soil of relatively low P and K.
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Fig. 6 Norm range size effects on numbers of limiting-negative 
indices for LA S-l white clover grown on Providence soil 
of relatively low P and K.
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unidentified factor or factors limiting yield at this 
site must be quantified and included in the DRIS model.
The number of incorrect limiting-negative P indices 
(Fig. 6) is reduced by 50% at the highest norm range, but 
the reduction in correct limiting-negative P indices is 
such that the highest overall-diagnostic accuracy is 
obtained at the smaller norm range of 8/3 or 12/3 or. 
incorrect limiting-negative K Indices are decreased by 13 
observations by using a norm range of 16/3 cr, while 
correct limiting-negative K indices are reduced by only 3 
observations. This greater reduction in incorrectly 
diagnosed deficiencies than in correctly diagnosed 
deficiencies accounts for the increase in overall­
diagnostic accuracy shown for K in Fig. 5. Again, the 
reduction in correctly diagnosed K deficiencies at the 
wider norm ranges suggests that a narrower norm range may 
be necessary to avoid missing responsive situations. The 
number of correct balanced P and K indices may be 
increased by the use of a norm range (Fig. 7). In the 
case of P, it is evident that correct balanced Indices 
greatly exceeded incorrect balanced indices only at the 
vider norm ranges. The number of correct diagnoses of 
plant K balance at each norm range except for 4/3 or was 
greater than the number of incorrect diagnoses, resulting 
in greater overall-diagnostic accuracy. Use of a norm
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Fig. 7 Nona range size effects on numbers of zero (balanced) 
P and K indices for LA S-l white clover grown on 
Providence soil of relatively low P and K.
range for the calculation of the DRIS indices increased 
the tendency of DRIS to diagnose a balanced nutrient 
status in white clover grown on the relatively infertile 
Providence soil. The reduction in the number of correct 
limiting-negative P and K indices, and the corresponding 
increase in the number of incorrect diagnoses of plant P 
and K balance (observed yield increases diagnosed as 
balanced) at the wider norm ranges suggests the need for a 
narrower norm range than at the site of adequate soil P 
and K.
The importance of using norm ranges for the 
calculation of DRIS indices was demonstrated by analyzing 
effects of norm range size on the numbers of correctly and 
incorrectly diagnosed plant P and K deficiencies and 
balances. It appears that the greatest benefits may be 
realized in nonresponsive to moderately responsive 
systems. The norm range of 8/3 cr, as suggested by 
Beaufils (1971), appears to be an acceptable compromise 
for calculation of DRIS indices at sites where the 
nutrients of interest are in relatively low supply. A 
wider norm range of up to 16/3 cr was indicated at sites 
where soil nutrient supply was considered adequate.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The Barber-Cushman model correctly predicted K uptake 
for up to 21 days from each soil at both levels of added 
K. Over-prediction beyond 21 days may be partly due to an 
over-estimation of rj values. In order to describe K 
uptake from more tightly bound sites, the mathematical 
description of the increase in soil K buffer capacity 
should be incorporated into the model or K buffer capacity 
could be averaged across the range of possible values. 
Where initial exchangeable K levels were relatively high, 
the model correctly predicted K uptake for up to 42 days. 
Continued cropping of these high K level soils would be 
expected to eventually result in over-prediction of K 
uptake, the same results obtained on soils of relatively 
low initial K. Under-prediction of K uptake from 
Providence and Ruston soils at high levels of added K 
appears to result from an under-estimation of plant 
parameters describing the root surface area and its change 
with time.
The Barber-Cushman model appears to be a useful tool 
for predicting K uptake by white clover and/or studying 
the effects of the various model parameters on predicted K 
uptake. The large number of parameters which must be 
empirically determined for specific soil-crop systems may 
be a major disadvantage to practical applications.
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Inaccuracies in predicting K uptake could be logically 
explained but emphasize the potential for model failure 
because of possible errors in empirically derived 
parameters.
Because of the dynamic nature of the soil environment 
and the variability inherent to cropping systems, any 
proven mechanistic model of soil nutrient supply to the 
plant can be expected to fall with some characteristic 
frequency. This result is partly due to assumptions which 
may be necessary for practical application of the model. 
When model assumptions are invalidated by environmental 
constraints, plant analysis interpretation by the DRIS 
appears to offer a diagnostic tool complementary to 
predictions of soil nutrient supply by assessing the true 
plant nutrient status.
Overall-diagnostic accuracies were 70% and 79% in 
assessing the P status of LA S-l white clover with DRIS on 
Dexter and Providence soils, respectively. Somewhat 
higher accuracies of 97% and 89% were obtained in 
assessing the K status. The DRIS is a wholistic approach 
for assessing plant growth-limiting factors but 
realistically must be restricted to those parameter? which 
can be feasibly measured and/or controlled. In lieu of a 
complete description of the cropping system , some type of 
calibration must be accomplished.
In harmony with the theory of DRIS Is the concept of a 
norm range of nutrient balance. On the Dexter soil,
where no yield responses occurred, the use of a norm range 
increased P and K overall-diagnostic accuracies as much 
as 23% and 27%, respectively. These same values were 5% 
and 21% on the Providence soil, where many yield reponses 
occurred. widest norm ranges resulted in a decrease in P 
and K response-prediction accuracies of 10% and 23%, 
respectively, on Providence soil. The importance of using 
norm ranges for the calculation of DRIS indices was 
demonstrated by these results. It appears that the 
greatest benefit may be realized in nonresponsive to 
moderately responsive systems.
The least accuracy in assessment of crop requirements 
is often obtained in agronomic systems because 
interactions among yield governing factors are not 
adequately evaluated. As a yield governing factor
accounts for more of the variation in yields (i. e. 
becomes more deficient), interactions among growth factors 
play a diminishing role in the realized yield. The 
importance of using a norm range when diagnosing such a 
system may be minimal, simply because highly negative 
indices for a given nutrient occur when a site is highly 
responsive to applications of that nutrient. When a 
growth factor is marginally limiting or adequate for plant
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growth, use of a norm range is extremely important. The 
norm range of 8/3 a as suggested by Beaufils (1971) 
appears to be an acceptable compromise where the nutrients 
of interest are in relatively low supply. A wider norm 
range of up to 16/3 cr was indicated at sites where
nutrient supply was considered adequate. Practical
applications of mechanistic modeling of soil nutrient
supply and assessment of plant nutrient status with DRIS 
both appear to be limited by the extent of field
verifications and development of model parameters for 
specific cropping systems.
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APPENDICES
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
net in£lux Umol/cm3 sec
initial concentration of the nutrient 
in solution
concentration of the nutrient solution 
at the root surface
initial exchangeable nutrient
buffer power
effective diffusion coefficient 
in soil
effective diffusion coefficient 
in water
average water use by plants
impedance factor
initial root length
rate of root growth
mean half distance between 
root axes
mean root radius
maximum nutrient influx
Mlchaelis-Menten constant
concentration of nutrient in 
solution where net influx ■ 0
volumetric water content at 
field capacity
amount of water transpired
time
radial flux
Mmol/ml
Mmol/ml 
Mmol/cm 3 
dimensionless
*
cnr /sec
cm* /sec 
ml/cm3 sec 
dimensionless 
cm
cm/sec
cm
2
cm
Mmol/cm* sec 
^mol/ml
Mmol/ml
dimensionless
ml
time
cm3 /sec
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Table 1A. Initial Soil Test Values and Cation Exchange
Capacities of Soils Used in the K uptake Experiment.
Soil K Added P 1 Na K Ca Mg CEC 2 £H OM
---mg/kg— ---------cmol/kg %
Rita 0 196 0.35 1.04 33.5 14.5 46.0 6.0 5.0
530 188 0.32 2.28 33.8 11.6 48.0 5.7 5.0
Norwood 0 238 0.10 0.23 19.4 1.9 22.0 7.8 0.6
530 255 0.11 1.20 19.8 2.0 23.0 7.7 0.6
Providence 0 64 0.12 0.18 4.6 1.8 6.7 6.5 1.3
530 73 0.14 1.10 4.6 1.8 7.6 6.2 1.3
Ruston 0 126 0.19 0.13 3.8 0.5 4.6 6.0 2.9
530 115 0.22 1.66 4.7 0.6 7.0 5.7 2.9
1) by Bray 2 extractant
2) Sum of exchangeble bases from N NH40AC extractant
3) water pH 1:1
4) acid dichromate oxidation
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Table 2A. Root and Shoot Yields,
Root Lengths, and K Content of LA S--1
White Clover Grown on Rita Soil During 56 Days.
Shoot dry 
wt.(g )
K Added
Da vs from Germination
14 28 35 42 49 56
(mg/kg)
0
530
0.03
0.40
l 0.18 
i 0.12
0.32
0.24
0.57
0.79
1.81
1.41
2.60
1.77
CV (%) 13 37 38 23 44 8
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS NS
Root dry 0 0.004 0.037 0.038 0.151 0 .406 0 . 567
wt.(g ) 530 0.002 0.027 0.034 0.248 0 .449 0 .602
CV (%) 63 22 16 45 12 15
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS NS
Root length 0 99 870 972 1271 3268 5188
(cm) 530 78 482 1198 1974 3864 5626
CV (%) 13 25 12 56 14 17
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS NS
Shoot K. 0 4.9 4.9 5.2 4.7 4.4 4.2
(%) 530 5.0 5.1 5.6 4.8 5.1 5.5
CV (%)
LSD (.05)
13 25
NS NS
12 56 14 17
NS NS 0.59 0.97
Table 3A. Root and Shoot Yields,
Root Lengths, and K Content of LA S-l
White Clover Grown on Norwood Soil During 56 Days.
Days from Germination
K Added 14 28 35 42 49 56
(mg/kg)
Shoot dry 0 0.05 0.35 0.69 1.46 2.16 2.36
wt.(g) 530 0.04 0.27 0.68 1.22 1.76 1.76
CV (%) 17 15 41 35 8 3
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS 0.3
Root dry 0 0.001 0.050 0.096 0.551 0 .598 0 .534
wt.(g ) 530 0.001 0.043 0.140 0.352 0 .370 0 .388
CV (%) 47 56 52 42 14 15
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS 0.3 NS
Root length 0 56 798 2544 4608 5254 7314
(cm) 530 63 784 2212 3012 3696 3964
CV (%) 27 27 55 33 45 11
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS NS
Shoot K 0 3.9 3.9 3.9 2.6 2.4 2.1
(%) 530 5.6 5.5 5.4 4.7 5.2 3.6
CV (%) 15 14 9 9 12 13
LSD (.05) NS NS NS 1.4 1.8 1.6
Table 4A. Root and Shoot Yields,
Root Lengths, and K Content of LA S-l
White Clover Grown on Providence Soil During 56 Days.
Davs from Germination
K Added 14 28 35 42 49 56
(mg/kg)
Shoot dry 0 0.03I 0.36 0.99 2.60 3.67 5.59
wt.(g ) 530 0.03 0.25 0.73 1.50 2.58 4.50
CV (%) 6 44 19 28 10 4
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS 0.8
Root dry 0 0.002 0.063 0.400 0.875 1.28 1 .59
wt.(g ) 530 0.002 0.048 0.209 0.531 0.66 1 .08
CV (%) 22 52 30 50 16 15
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS NS
Root length 0 100 1630 3944 8344 10199 9844
(cm) 530 80 1048 2522 4616 5628 8246
CV (%) 11 54 29 27 4 38
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS 1170 NS
Shoot K 0 4.1 4.3 3.1 2.1 1.4 1.1
(%) 530 5.9 5.2 6.0 6.1 5.5 4.9
CV (%) 10 12 5 13 5 8
LSD (.05) NS NS 0.8 2.3 0.7 1.0
Table 5A. Root and Shoot Yields,
Root Lengths, and K Content of LA S-l
White Clover Grown on Ruston Soil During 56 Days.
Days from Germination
K Added 14 28 35 42 49 56
(mg/kg)
Shoot dry 0 0.04 0.22 0.56 0.99 1.14 2.52
wt.(g ) 530 0.03 0.18 0.56 1.17 1.83 2.92
CV (%) 20 56 37 29 16 35
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS NS NS
Root dry 0 0.001 0.038 0.071 0.471 0 .442 1 .36
wt.(g ) 530 0.001 0.033 0.119 0.275 0 .798 0 .99
CV (%) 40 53 78 40 7 40
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS 0.2 NS
Root length 0 56 897 2100 4298 2942 6186
(cm) 530 63 591 1722 3232 5856 6256
CV (%) 14 56 51 45 15 25
LSD (.05) NS NS NS NS 2827 NS
Shoot K 0 3.1 3.1 2.2 1.9 2.0 0.9
(%) 530 6.6 6.5 6.2 6.3 5.8 4.7
CV (%) 12 8 14 25 32 33
LSD (.05) NS 1.9 1.1 2.4 2.2 1.5
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Table 6A. DRIS norms of LA S-l White Clover 
yielding at least 2.24 Mg/ha per harvest date, 
standard deviations and coefficients of variation
Nutrient Standard Coefficient of
ratio norm value deviation variation
(%)
P/N 0.106 0.013 12
P/CA 0.269 0.075 28
K/N 0.884 0.216 24
K/P 8.362 1.61 19
K/S 10.97 2.09 19
K/CA 2.30 0.845 37
K/MG 8.34 2.63 32
S/N 0.081 0.013 16
S/P 0.760 0.048 6
S/CA 0.206 0.063 31
CA/N 0.423 0.126 30
MG/N 0.112 0.026 23
MG/P 1.063 0.239 22
MGCA 0.271 0.045 17
HG/S 1.405 0.332 24
---------- x io -3_______
CU/N 0.197 0.044 22
CU/P 1.893 0.495 26
CU/K 0.245 0.115 47
CU/S 2.512 0.715 28
CU/CA 0.476 0.052 11
CU/MG 1.782 0.240 13
----mg/kg dry matter---
N 37592 5577 15
P 3966 751 19
K 33424 9770 29
S 3031 698 23
CA 15312 2442 16
MG 4098 637 16
ZN 20.19 3.45 17
CU 7.216 0.952 13
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